
Koosh Ball Energizer for Introductions, Reviews & Closing comments 
By Cindy Molina, Director of DISCcert Connections 

A Koosh is a natural latex rubber ball that is safe to throw, easy to catch, and just plain fun! 

Each squeezable ball is approximately 3” in diameter and sold at Walmart and Amazon for less than $10. 

You can use a Koosh ball at the beginning of your DISC training workshop as a fun way to do introductions. Throughout 

the workshop to do quick reviews of the concepts they have learned and/or at the end of the workshop to share closing 

comments of what they are taking away, or what had the biggest impact on them, or what they learned today. 

Introductions 

Invite everyone in your training workshop to stand up and form a circle in the front of the room. Either have a 

PowerPoint slide or a flip chart ready with a list of the information you would like each participant to share when it is 

their time to introduce themselves, examples include: 

• Name 

• Role 

• Team/Dept. 

• Name of Organization (if not internal) 

• DISC style (if they already know it) 

• Strengths  

• Favorite vacation destination (or something fun along these lines, could be favorite food, restaurant, etc.) 

Give the following directions: 

We are going to take turns tossing this Koosh ball around. When you have the ball, you have the floor and it’s your turn 

to share with all of us the information on the slide/poster. When you have finished your introduction, please toss the 

ball (with “toss” being the key word!) to someone in the circle who hasn’t yet had the opportunity to introduce 

themselves yet. So please pay attention to who has already gone. Also, when you receive the ball from someone, please 

thank that person using their name. You don’t know when you will be next so pay attention to everyone’s names! (This 

keeps the participants engaged!). Note: if they are an intact team and already know each person’s names, they could 

also thank each other by name and add in their style to demonstrate they were listening. For example, “Thank you 

Bonnie, high ID style”. Finish the instructions by saying, I am going to go last, who would like to go first?  Then toss the 

ball to the first participant and let the fun again. Make sure if someone receives the ball and forgets to thank the person 

by name who threw it too them, remind them to say “Thank you ___”. Usually participants start policing themselves and 

remind each other to say it. This energizer usually takes 5 min or less (depending on the size of the group) because each 

participant talks for approximately 15 seconds. It keeps everyone engaged and promotes networking since you are 

seeing each other’s faces when you are hearing names/backgrounds.  

Content Review 

Another opportunity to use the Koosh ball during a training workshop is before or after break/lunch. Ask participants to 

join you in the circle and ask them to each share something they have learned so far about DISC. Let them know you 

would like them to do a comprehensive review so pay attention to everyone’s comments so that no one repeats the 

same information. This will help them stay engaged, focused and pay attention – and this results in greater retention of 

the content because they are actively thinking about all the comments that have been shared in the circle by the others. 

Closing Comments 

You can also have participants form a circle at the end of the workshop and as them to share what they learned (see 

“content review”) or what they learned/ are taking away from this session, or what had the biggest impact on them, or 

what are their next steps, etc. Often times you will hear a lot more qualitative feedback about the training from this 

circle/Koosh ball activity than they are willing to write on an evaluation. Feedback is a gift! Enjoy the experience! 


